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INTRODUCTION

A word of
introduction from
Mother Nature Heavy
Industries Pty Ltd
Congratulations, your Mother Nature Heavy Industries
(MNHI) baby is no longer a baby, he has entered the
second stage of his development and, as a result, the
second stage of your ownership. Your baby is now officially a toddler. MNHI officially describes a toddler as
being in that stage after infancy and before childhood,
predominantly between the ages of 12 to 36 months
when the child begins to walk unsteadily or ‘toddle’.
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This is also a stage of great development in other areas
MNHI wishes to remind you that your child is no longer

of your child’s life, as he grows into a period known

covered by the MNHI 12-month unlimited kilometre

as ‘the terrible twos’. Your toddler will at various

crawling warranty and, as such, the father is liable for any
servicing or extra attention the toddler may need during
this precarious period. Additional warranty protection
can be purchased from your local MNHI dealer, the cost
of which may vary depending upon the intended usage
of the toddler and where the toddler will be housed.
Additional warranty protection is advised particularly in
the case of more rambunctious and accident-prone boy
model toddlers.
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As with the Baby Owner’s Manual, the Toddler Owner’s

demanding. MNHI has designed this manual as a sur-

Manual is designed to enable fathers to navigate this
most challenging of periods by empowering them
with the prerequisite skills and knowledge to match
their child’s developmental stage. Toddlers grow and

vival guide for fathers as they steer a course through
this most testing of times in their child’s growth.

This MNHI manual will cover all aspects of toddler ownership. It is important to note that although your toddler may
be out of the official MNHI warranty period, full servicing
and maintenance enquiries can be handled at additional
cost by any one of the 211 MNHI service centres nation
wide. It is strongly recommended that any repairs or
maintenance required by your toddler be carried out at
one of these authorised service centres to maintain the
integrity of your toddler’s operating systems.
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INTRODUCTION

times be unpredictable, destructive and above all,

develop at different rates and, accordingly, this manual

alarmed if their child does not begin walking until 24

is purely a guide as to what a father can expect during

months, as every child MNHI produces is individually

the 24-month toddler period. Fathers should not be

programmed to meet different performance goals.
The problems faced by the owner of a toddler are
many and varied, from tantrums and the eruption of
teeth to confronting the use of the toilet for the first
time, from eating to sleeping and every developmental stage in between. MNHI trained professionals are
here to help at every step of the way.
The toddler stage is full of joy and changes, and
although at times these challenges may seem insurmountable, this manual and the advice contained
within will steer any father through the turbulent
times that lie ahead. As such, MNHI suggests that you
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for how to commemorate this event. This event is of

recommendations contained within.

great significance to the owner and co-owner, even
though your toddler will remember nothing of it.

MNHI has taken great care and consideration in compiling this manual to ensure your every query is met
in a way that will not only provide peace of mind but
also simplicity and clarity of purpose for the efficient
and trouble-free ownership and operation of your
toddler. As a result of years of research and development, this manual has been divided into the following
five easy-to-read, understand and implement sections:

Section A: The Road to Toddling This section will
deal with the period of ownership up until your toddler’s first steps, including the celebration of the completion of the first year of ownership and suggestions

Section B: The Terrible Twos The ‘terrible twos’
is defined as that period of toddler ownership that
can range between 18 and 30 months, and is widely
acknowledged as the most problematic time faced by
the father and co-owner as the toddler becomes more
aware and mobile. This section will help the father
navigate this most testing of periods and the inevitable tantrums that follow.
Section C: Eating, Sleeping and Toilet Training Now
that your child is at the toddler stage its requirements
for fuel and waste disposal will alter dramatically from
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INTRODUCTION

take time to fully absorb this manual and follow the

when it was a baby. This section will school the father
in the changing dietary and toilet habits of the toddler,
as well as how to smoothly implement them.

Section D: Correcting Bad Habits and Unwanted
Behaviour As toddlers develop so does their desire to
misbehave or ‘breakdown’. This section will highlight
some of the more destructive and antisocial behaviours of the toddler and advise how the father can
take corrective measures for his own sanity to prevent
these from occurring in the future.
Section E: Entertainment and Beyond the Home
During this growth period of 12 to 36 months your
toddler’s entertainment needs will develop exponentially. You will also need to spend time away from
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INTRODUCTION

your toddler to conduct your life. This section deals
with keeping your toddler busy as well as discussing

The information provided in this manual was correct

alternative care scenarios.

at the time of printing. Evolutionary advances and
social circumstances mean that MNHI may change

Finally, MNHI would like to take this opportunity to

the contents of this manual and toddler specifications

congratulate fathers on their child making the transi-

without notice and without incurring obligation.

tion from baby to toddler. We emphasis, it is a testing
time of ownership but rest assured, MNHI will continue to show interest and render assistance to ensure
your parenting pleasure and satisfaction. By using the
information contained in this manual and by seeking
the assistance of MNHI professionals where required,
satisfactory toddler operation and a fulfilling ownership experience can be achieved.
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SECTION A

Section A:
The Road to Toddling
The First Anniversary
The first year of ownership of your child has been a
tough one with many compromises to you and the
co-owner’s lifestyle and habits, not to mention sleep
deprivation. Let’s face it, babies and their nocturnal
habits can be a nightmare. MNHI deliberately engineers its babies this way to prepare you for the rigors
of toddler ownership.
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how to mark this momentous occasion. This occasion
and the ensuing event will be henceforth be referred
to as ‘the party’.
The end of warranty party is a time of great rejoicing
for the owner and co-owner. Suddenly your baby is
not a baby any more and the security of the MNHI
warranty protection plan has passed. What better
time to celebrate…or perhaps not? For the sake of the
party and the enjoyment of the invitees, MNHI suggests that you concentrate on the birthday and less on
the warranty running out.
Successfully raising a baby and getting to the end of
the warranty period and to the commencement of the

MNHI would like to address several of the more

toddler phase of your child’s life is an event to be cel-

common questions that its consultants get asked in

ebrated, and MNHI has several recommendations on

relation to the one-year birthday party.
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baby. This is so you don’t have to see the annoying
ones for at least another year, and also to increase the
present haul.
An array of adult friends should also be invited to the
party. These are those friends who have been there
for you with advice and assistance, whether wanted
or not – let’s face it, everyone’s an expert – during the
hiccups of the first year of ownership. This, too, will
also help to increase the present haul.
It is important to point out that one of the prime reasons
for hosting a first birthday party is the presents…it’s
not like the child is going to remember it. Those adult
friends you invite may also have children of a similar
age, so you will be able compare the progress of your
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SECTION A

Who should I invite? MNHI advises it is important that
this milestone be shared with as many of your living
relatives as possible, even though you might not have
seen most of them since you first took delivery of the

child with theirs. When comparing children and their

should be noted that at least half of the advice given by

progress, it is important to exaggerate and paint your

friends and relatives on toddler-raising should be dis-

child as being far more advanced than he is, because if

carded as inaccurate or out-and-out lies. The correct

you don’t, the other parents will beat you to it.

and most up-to-date guide to owning, operating and
maintaining a toddler is contained within this manual.

Feel free to also invite acquaintances you have met
during the course of your first year of baby ownership.

The baby component of the party should be kept

You may have met these people through parent sup-

to a minimum, apart from the prerequisite hand-

port groups or at a MNHI service centre while your

ing the baby around from excited person to excited

babies were being attended to. Once again, these

person, like some human pass the parcel. Although

guests will bring presents for your child, and this is

you may not enjoy relinquishing your baby to all and

primarily what the party is about.

sundry, MNHI has carefully designed its babies to
absorb this kind of treatment. From sloppy kisses to

Remember, this is a baby party in name alone. This

an accidental extension of the neck, rest assured your

event is actually an excuse to get adults together to

baby is hardy and resilient to all that excited adults

socialise and compare notes on toddler ownership. It

can subject it to.
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It is the adults that make the one-year birthday
SECTION A

party fun, so choose your guests wisely. Avoid heavy
drinkers, smokers and especially the clumsy as there
will be lots of little hands and feet to be trodden on
if not careful.

Where and when should I hold the party? The ideal
setting for a one-year party is the home. A familiar
environment is essential for the comfort and convenience of the pre-toddler and their owners. The birthday
boy or girl will be blissfully unaware they are the
centre of attention and will still need to stick to their
prescribed eating and sleeping regime. Also, should
the father and co-owner decide to have a celebratory
drink, having the party at home negates the need to
make alternative transportation arrangements.
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MNHI recommends that the father and co-owner do
have a drink at the one-year birthday celebration as this
may be the last time you can put your baby down and
know that he will be where you left him when you come
back. Soon he will be a toddler and the life of doing
what you want when you want will be over.

Try to plan the timing of the party around the sleep
cycle of the child to ensure the majority of the party
takes place during the child’s waking hours. Nobody
wants to come and celebrate with a sleeping guest of
honour, unless of course the party is for a 90 year old,
in which case the preferable time to celebrate is while
they are sleeping.
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